
Upper Mesh Grille Surround
Upper Mesh Sections
Lower Stainless Steel Surround
Lower Stainless Steel Fine Mesh Insert
Hardware Kit (components listed below)
(9) 1.006” x .189” x .064” Plastic Washers
(1) Lower Grille Center Mounting Bracket
(6) #8 x 3/8” Black Truss Head Screws
(48”) .045 x .250” Double Faced Tape
(10) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts

1. Open the hood and carefully apply several layers of masking
tape to the painted upper and lower grille openings (around
the upper factory grille). This will protect the painted sur-
faces during grille installation.

2. Remove the factory push fasteners from across the top of
the grille and the 2 (two) 10 mm hex bolts securing the top
of the bumper cover.

3. Pull forward on the bumper cover and remove the four (4)
factory phillips screws retaining the inside edge of the
grille to the bumper cover (grille shown removed so you
can locate the screws).
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1347-0038-11
1347-0020-11
1347-0022-11
1347-0021-11
1347-1902-11
1999-0264-00
1347-0158-11
1999-9574-00
3004-9250-92
1999-0065-00

Description Part No.Quantity

Mesh Grille Part # 1347-0102-11
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. Once all the push fasteners and phillips screws have been 
removed, pull the grille forward to remove it from the 
bumper cover.
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IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETAIN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

2011 Hyundai Tucson
Mesh Grille Installation

Instructions
C 19 H0 P 
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5. Once the upper grille is removed, you have access for the
lower mesh grille installation.
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10. Using a black paint marker, black out the upper six (6)
mounting tabs to conceal them once the grille is
installed.

11. Install the lower grille section first, accessing the mount
ing hardware from the top. The rectangular 3 hole
mounting brackets install over the top studs and the
black plastic washers install on the bottom studs. Snug
the hardware but do not overtighten as you will indent
the lower grille frame where the studs are located.
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6. Align the factory emblem removed in Step 5 onto the
emblem mounting plate and through the partial holes
lasered in the mesh section. The factory emblem studs
will push through the partial holes in the mesh for a
tight fit.

7. Install the supplied #8 x 3/8” truss head screws into the
hollow mounting studs to secure the emblem mounting
plate and emblem to the E&G mesh grille.
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6. .

6
19. Carefully remove the protective masking tape from

around the grille opening. The tape could get caught
under the grille. If it does, lift up slightly on the grille
while removing the tape.

IMPORTANT!
The exposed edges of the stainless steel

grille and mesh can be ex- tremely
sharp. Please handle with care.

12. Using a black paint marker, black out the upper six (6)
mounting tabs to conceal them once the grille is
installed.
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On our website you’ll find a wide variety of high-quality car & truck custom grilles from E&G Classics.

https://www.carid.com/eg-classics/
https://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html

